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For many, a new year means a fresh start. And after 2020, a fresh start may be

precisely what we need.

Our own ‘new start’ is quite a big one this year. Over the Christmas period, we

moved our family up north to Darwin. It’s a huge step and one we didn’t take lightly.

For our business, it means being closer to our wholesale work, more connection with

our suppliers (and a warmer climate for Bon!) But this move also means changing

our surroundings, leaving what’s familiar and being further from our friends and

family. Sometimes big changes can have pros and cons; they can take lots of

thought, reflection and most of all bravery!

It took a little bit of courage to make this move. Yet after a year of equal parts

heartache and hope, we realised just how precious life - and having the ability to live

it in alignment with our values - truly is. 

We’ve all learnt from mistakes, grown out of struggles and found resolve when we

thought we had none left. We’ve all realised how much the past year has shown the

world the importance of coming together. Of community. Of our commitment to

something bigger than ourselves - working hard for a better world for all. Perhaps

it’s no coincidence that communities of ethical and sustainably-minded people are

growing more than ever before.

A note from Bonpinda



While we haven’t been able to meet in person, even our own online community

inspires us every day. Also in our business - with the suppliers we choose, the

messages we support & putting people and the planet before profit. We are

constantly inspired personally too, by the support shown by you all. So to stay

connected until we can see you again, we wanted to share with you some ways

we have been inspired to take on the New Year. 

Resolutions are often created with short term or unrealistic goals. So we

wanted to think about ways we can make resolutions based around meaningful

change. Easy, accessible ideas we can all bring into 2021, without a treadmill in

sight!

We’ve chosen 5 areas we want to focus on this year: Educate, Consume, Grow,

Reuse & Rest. For each area, we’ve collected some sustainable ideas that we

admire, some personal growth concepts and resources we think you will find

useful, plus the small changes we can make to make this year the most

meaningful yet.

So here’s to you all. For your support this year, which has been humbling and

filled with hope. To making more positive change every year. To making the

world a better place one small step at a time. You inspire us every day to try

just that! From our family to yours, Happy 2021!

Push & Bon
x
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2020 really has been an education. Lockdown has taught us lots about

our lives. 

The meaning of work-life balance. Working from home with kids.

Teachers teaching virtually. Those with no choice but to shield from

society, being brought groceries by volunteers. The mental health

impacts of a year away from loved ones. 

It's also been a big year for the advocacy of rights. Protest for black

lives, trans lives and LGBTQ lives, and the life of the planet. 

We always want to keep learning, listening and responding to the world

around us. Here are some ways we can keep doing just that...

Educate Ourselves



Develop Our Listening - to those less fortunate than ourselves, to

those with a personal connection to a place or issue we wish to know

about, to the views of those we might not agree with but wish to

understand better. 

Be Open to Change - Whether trying a new restaurant, travelling to

an unknown part of the world, a new perspective, or doing

something that has always scared you. 

Find Balance - from sources that share multiple sides of the same

story. Explore ideas and perspectives outside of our own filter

bubbles such as Allsides and Perspecs.

Get Curious - about global issues as well as our own communities.

Google Scholar and TED talks are where the world’s finest experts

share their fascinating ideas and insight.

Reflect - help your brain retain what you’ve learned by repeating it.

Write down your biggest lessons and meaningful quotes in a journal

every night.

https://www.allsides.com/unbiased-balanced-news
http://www.perspecsnews.com/
https://scholar.google.co.za/
https://www.ted.com/


We start learning the minute we enter the world (and we never want to

stop!) With the arrival of our own twin girls, we are always curious

about how we can raise them with the ethical and sustainable values the

world needs. 

Raising kids is a mammoth task in itself, something we’ve come to fully

appreciate with our double trouble! So here are some super easy and

stress-free realistic ideas we love...

Educate Our Kids

Create Wonder - Reading books that focus on the environment can

be a great way to start conversations around something that can be

a big concept for young children. We love our nature-related books

like Lets Play Outdoors or Wonderful Insects. For older kids, museum

trips are a great day out! Exhibits that touch on the environment are

a great way to educate and talk about the planet. This can offer kids

the opportunity to connect emotionally to the world around them,

engage with it and ask questions about it.

https://bonpinda.com.au/collections/the-book-nook/products/lets-play-outdoors-exploring-nature-for-children
https://bonpinda.com.au/collections/the-book-nook/products/wonderful-insects-colouring-book


The Great Outdoors - Encouraging green time and making time for

outdoor activities in your family schedule is not only great for all the

family’s health and wellbeing, but our children will also start to love

and care for the thing they enjoy - the great outdoors. Whether it’s

weekend park visits or walking to school once a week they will enjoy

and respect the space around them. 

Take Action - It can be difficult to deal with the emotions climate

change presents. Anxiety and anger can be overwhelming. So it can

really help children to break down the big emotions into small steps

of action. What can we do in our local community to make a

difference? Community cleanups are a great way to organise a fun

and positive day of action!

Role Models - By doing our best to show that small sustainable

choices can be made every day, we can help build our eco-friendly

families. Whether it’s a conversation around the stores we choose to

shop with, or how we take that produce home. It could be reusable

sandwich bags for litterless lunches, made with seasonal produce!

These are just a few small steps we can make. Nobody is perfect, and

that’s not what we expect of our kids either - they will learn it’s the

little moments and efforts that add up over time.
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We all need things. Trying to live without consuming anything would

quickly become pretty unrealistic! But what is realistic is the small ways

we can consume better. 

That’s why we started Bonpinda - as a place where we would curate

ethically-made essentials for a conscientious and compassionate

customer base. 

Consuming mindfully is not only a way to help the planet, but helps us

find more joy and connection too - a win-win! Here are our favourite

ideas about mindful consumption...

Consume Mindfully

Define Essential - Essential means different things to different

people. Ultimately, what are the things you use regularly? That

brings you real joy? That solves a problem or fills a genuine hole? By

narrowing down what we need and what we can perhaps live

without, we can make a big step towards the impact we have on the

world. Whether it’s saying goodbye to plastic water bottles, or

saying hello to dual-purpose items that solve multiple problems - it’s

a great way to streamline your home!



Examine Origin - By having a set of criteria for what we consume, we

stand ourselves in great stead to make great choices. We always look

for products that perform at a high standard, that will last for a

lifetime. Products that are cruelty-free and protect against the harm

and exploitation of animals as much as possible. Choosing organic,

where we can help reduce the number of harmful chemicals around.

Fairtrade products offer better working conditions - better yet we

work directly with the artisan creators themselves! These creators

are often environmentally conscious and try to reduce waste in their

production process.

Seasonal Plenty - Working in harmony with mother nature is always a

joyful and grounding experience. Choosing fruits and vegetables in

season not only reduces their carbon footprint but means they will

taste incredible too. Supporting local artisans and farmers at markets

is a wonderful way to work out what’s available. Don’t be afraid to

ask them for their extensive knowledge on seasonal goods - maybe

they’ll even share a great recipe or two!

Spread The Love - Found a business you love? One that is doing

great things for making being a mindful consumer easy? Then let

people know. Either by telling your friends, sharing a social post or

leaving a review online. It can help them get their good work to

others and change the tide of the way we do business for the future.
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Creating something new from something old is a magical experience,

isn’t it? 

Particularly breathing new life into what’s already around us -

repurposing, reusing and rewearing! It’s these old fashioned values that

might just be the key to a better future for all of us. Plus they can also

make great family-orientated activities too! 

Here are some great ideas for magical transformations...

Tailor & Triumph - Clothes made for the masses are never going to

fit perfectly. That’s why we love handmade designs on our online

store, that are built for real people and real body shapes. But if

there’s something you love that you’re worried you can’t wear

anymore and are planning to throw out, stop right there! Modern

technology is reinventing the concept of tailoring. A process that

used to be clunky and slow is now a different experience. Because

we aren’t all made in one shape or size, it also means you can tailor

your clothes to fit better, look better and last longer!

Reuse With Intention



Get Crafty - The internet means we can learn new skills at the touch

of a button. Reusing old fabric to make greeting cards, decorations,

gifts & even toys is a great way to show that waste doesn’t have to

be wasteful. Whether it’s plastic bottle bowling pins, a cardboard box

train or sewing lavender bags - there’s always a joyful way to reuse!

Start Swapping - Consider organising a family swap with friends or

neighbours, then ask your kids to help you gather toys and books

(which they get bored with so easily) and clothing they’ve outgrown

to exchange. This can not only save you money and help introduce

new playthings into your kids' collection, but also teach children the

importance of recycling and reusing!
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Plants Ahoy - Many of us are beginning to discover the joys of edible

gardening. It’s also a lot easier than it seems. If you have limited

space you can start your own container garden for herbs, veggies

and fruits. For a small garden potatoes are a great no-dig option,

along with strawberries, pumpkins and beans. Or if you have more

space, it’s incredibly satisfying to watch a fruit tree evolve over the

years!

Wiggly Worms - Starting a worm farm is a great addition to your

veggie plot. It’s a sustainable way of dealing with organic waste and

will recycle nutrients back into your soil. Plus the kids will delight in

their new wriggly friends.

Growth is a beautiful thing. Whether it’s the first seedling bursting

through the soil in your backyard or hitting a personal milestone. 

Growing more on the planet and within ourselves is the most incredible

way to experience the world; to see the power of nature and our own

power as human beings. Here are some ways growth can take root in

our lives. All of these options have plenty of online tutorials to get

started!

Grow Your Potential



Seed Savers - A great non-profit that shares seeds and knowledge,

preserving our food heritage in the process. One of the best ways to

get hands-on and learn about growing your own food! Go Explore -

Whether it’s as big as finally making that big move (like us!) or finally

signing up for a dance class, trying something new is a proven way

to grow as a person. If you can align this new experience with one of

your bigger goals - like health, growing your business or spending

more time on your skills. Remember, everyone is a beginner at some

stage in their life, and once you’ve got to grips with it you’ll be flying!

Set Those Goals - It can be hard in the day to day rush of life to stop

and reflect. To think about what we want, what we are moving

towards with meaning and purpose. Maybe it’s more family time, a

new skill or a better work-life balance. Whatever it is, try to set

deadlines, be realistic in your expectations, and willing to learn from

mistakes along the way! 

Give Back - Doing something for a bigger cause or a bigger purpose

is the cornerstone of growth. It allows us to step into someone else’s

shoes and experience life from another angle. Find out what non-

profits in your area could use a willing volunteer, make a donation, or

simply continue the great work you’re already doing!
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Disconnect - Technology has made amazing things possible, like our

online community! But we don’t always want to be connected. One

lovely way to take a break is to learn to leave our technology behind

when possible. If you work on a computer most of the day, have a

disconnected walk at lunchtime so you can focus on the small

beauties of peace and quiet. 

People Person - Ask anyone who’s nearing the end of their life and

they’ll say it’s people that are the most special. Time spent with

friends and family is never wasted! However, it’s easy to forget this

with the many distractions we face. None of us is immune to this. But

with small reminders, we can be present with the people we love

most. Schedule time for walks, board games, reading or picnics.

Anything where you can be together in a relatively disconnected

way.

Our final offering is one we feel deserves just as much attention as the

rest. Rest! In a modern world, it can be hard to switch off and re-

connect to the simple pleasures of life. The ones that are just as

important as our goals and our growth. Here’s some kind and gentle

ways we can release and let go to experience some rejuvenating rest:

Rest And Replenish



Mother Earth - The calming effect of nature has been widely studied

and is a fantastic way to unwind. Take a deep breath of fresh air,

enjoy the serenity of water and greenery. Exercise outdoors when

you can, or find other outdoor activities to enjoy such as nature

walks, hiking, swimming, etc. Feel the sensations of water and wind

and earth against your skin, to remind you how great it feels to be

alive. 

Savour, Savour, Savour - Find pleasure in anything and everything!

Washing dishes to your favourite music. Every bite of that fudgy

chocolate cake you love so much. Feel the warmth and weight of

your children as you hold them against you. By tuning into small

sensations we can multiply our joy and sink into the present moment. 

Goodbye Guilt - Think back on all the situations we wish we’d

handled differently. There are probably quite a few, right? We are all

flawed, fallible human beings trying (and yes, sometimes failing) to

do our best. In our society, there's an underlying expectation to go,

go, go. So take a second to appreciate how far you’ve come, the

good work you’ve achieved and indulge in some time for yourself.

Know that we can’t always be right, and if we were life wouldn’t be

half as interesting, exciting or special. Enjoy the delicious food, take

the lavender oil bath and treat yourself with as much love and

compassion as you can. You deserve it!
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